
Tower Hamlets Federation of Tenants and Residents Association
Informal notes of discussion at Fed meeting, January 2014, 
with Cllr Shahed Ali (Cabinet Member, Environment)

Cllr Shahed Ali explained that the “Environment” brief covers the “clean” and “green” parts 
of the Council’s work.  “Safety” had previously been part of this brief, but responsibility for 
this had been taken by the Deputy Mayor.  The main duties within the brief were waste 
collection, recycling and street cleaning.  The annual budgets are approximately £9 million 
(waste disposal), £6 million (waste collection) and £3.5m (recycling) – together, these are 
the second highest service budget in the Council.  This year, the Mayor put in another 
£660,000 in as part of his accelerated delivery programme.

These services used to be run by a company called Cleanaway, but that company had 
been bought up by another company called Veolia (with which we were all much more 
familiar!).  The Council has a contract with Veolia which lasts until 2017: it is such a large 
contract that the procurement process for the subsequent contract is beginning now.  
Veolia employs about 400 staff, and approximately 60% of them live in Tower Hamlets.  
The contract manager, who previously worked for Cleanaway and now works for Veolia, is 
a long term resident of the borough.

Veolia’s performance (in respect of what it is contracted to do) is monitored.  There are 
approximately 100,000 refuse collections a week: monitoring shows that 99.99% of these 
are made on time.  Five years ago, the Council recycled 9% of its waste: this has 
increased to 29%.  Over the last five years, the proportion of the borough’s waste going to 
landfill has decreased from approximately 70% to 10%.

Monitoring of street cleaning also shows good results.  The Borough’s team has been 
shortlisted for and/or won a number of awards for its work in recycling.  It has also won 
Keep Britain Tidy awards: Cllr Ali won one for his personal commitment to the work; one 
was won which arose largely out of the special work done to clear up after the Olympics; 
another was won for the work done with youth volunteer teams who hit litter hotspots.

Questions were asked and answered (sometimes in groups) by Cllr Ali and Jamie Blake as
follows.  

Geoff Juden.  I live in Weavers ward.  The recent storms saw branches and trees blown 
down.  In St Matthew’s churchyard, fallen trees are still there.  What can LBTH do to clear 
these away?
The bridge from Cheshire St to Pedley Street (a well used thoroughfare is cleaned, but 
human faeces, condoms and mattresses collect quickly.  It seems that people are rough 
sleeping in on the bridge. What can LBTH do to get the bridge cleared up?  What can 
LBTH do about people urinating and defacting in public?

Shahed:  I agree there are problems in the Allen Gardens area.  It was identified as being 
in a very bad condition about 18 months ago and a major effort was made to clean it up 
and keep it clean - the street and the bridge.  I am sorry it has deteriorated again.
Jamie:  I’ll go and have a look at the area myself and order cleaning as necessary.  
In terms of the Council’s powers, we can (and do) issue fixed penalties for urination in 
public (hundreds have been issued in the last few months) but we have never caught 
anyone defecating.  LBTH, like most councils, has cut back on public toilets over recent 
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years, because of the cost (and the ASB they attract).  We are now looking at whether 
restoring public toilets would help, and if we can do so.  We have identified some possible 
sites.  We are also looking at whether providing French-style open urinals would help.  To 
date, councillors have given initial indications that they do not like the idea of urinals, but if 
they stop men urinating in the open, providing urinals may be the lesser of two evils.  An 
options paper is going to the Council’s Management Board in a couple of weeks.
Geoff:  This is too little, too late: there will be people sleeping there tonight.

Claire Winter: I live in Brodrick House, a tower block behind Gladstone Place.  We used 
to have doorstep collections of recycling, but now there are purple paladins at the bottom 
of the block.  No one monitors them, and loads of bags get piled up.  We have no access 
to food recycling.  Residents who live in houses get green waste and food waste 
collections, but residents who live in flats have no access to food waste collections, which 
is not equitable.  Pleaes clarify Veolia’s involvement with Israel.
Jamie:  We had to stop doorstep collections of recycling in flats because of the cost.  
Where we offer food waste collection to houses, there is about a 20% take up.  We have 
had pilot schemes to collect food waste from flats, but they have all proved it is too difficult 
to do this, so none has been extended.  The food waste which results is poor quality and 
much of it has had to go to landfill.  Our next pilot is on the Lansbury estate, where we are 
using community volunteers.  

Michael Donaldson:  Were either of you involved in any discussions which led to the SLA 
between the Council and THH and/or determining the service level or cost of that contract 
and whether it included dealing with flytipping?
Jamie:  The SLA pre-dated my arrival in 2008.  Collecting furniture was specified within the
original contract, but the SLA was re-negotiated and the cost reduced.

Mark Taylor: In my block (Ennerdale House, behind Mile End Tube), regeneration 
currently underway has given us an opportunity to include a dedicated food waste 
collection area.  Our landlord is not interested in providing this: can you help to put 
pressure on the landlord to do this?  We also need more purple bins.
Shahed: We can stipulate provision in the course of the planning process, using Section 
106.  Outside that, we do talk to RSLs but have no particular power over them.
Jamie:  Collecting food waste is bound to cost: there’s the cost of collection, transport 
and then disposal.  Even high end restaurants which produce food waste of a high enough
quality to go in an anaerobic composter or food digester find this.  In respect of what 
residents generate, the cost has always been prohibitive.  Please report the need for more 
purple bins to me: more can always been provided if yours get full too quickly.

Belle Harris: “Enviroment” is a large brief and worked better under the Committee 
structure.  Do Veolia staff get the London Living Wage?  Have there been cuts (of staff or 
in spending) in the service?  Parking is a nightmare (particularly in the planning of new 
developments) and I complain regularly to Cllr Ali (though I have not had a reply) and his 
shadow, Cllr Abdal Ullah.

Sister Christine Frost: I live in Poplar High Street, near the College.  So many people, 
young and old, drop litter in the street.  Why can’t the Borough’s comprehensive CCTV 
system be used to apprehend and fine those who drop litter – which would be a deterrent 
to others doing so?  There is just no deterrent at the moment, so the problem doesn’t get 
any better.  The Street is cleaned at 6am every day and the workers do a really good job 
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(and they did an excellent job after the marathon). 

Shamuel Miah:  THH provides building insurance.  It collects premium.  But they mess you
about.  LBTH should supervise the insurance contract better.  Food waste clogs chutes 
and small food bins should be provided.  The paladins are smelly, particularly for those 
who live near them.  They used to have covers: can these be restored?

Geoff: We may have lost the pigswill man, but many organisations throughout the 
world have found engineering solutions to food waste.  There are schemes to find if you 
look. 

Jenny: There was a good food waste system on the Nightingale estate in Hackney.  
Old LBTH refuse collection vehicles used to tip paladins upright and then jiggle them; 
Veolia RCVs tip them short of upright and do not jiggle, so waste gets left in the paladins 
immediately after collection.  Does LBTH have any responsibility for cleanliness of the river
and foreshore?  How can the public be involved in shaping the waste disposal policy (in all
areas)?

Shahed:  The Council insists that all its contractors pay the London Living Wage (we were 
the first borough to do insist on this).  Young people do drop litter:  I can’t fathom why 
either.  We have recently bought an extra 2,000 littler bins: we now have to find ways to 
encourage people to use them.  THH’s buildings insurance is not my specialism, but I will 
take your details and look into the matter.   I will have Veolia’s vans investigated for lack of 
jiggle. We are always looking for ways to involve the public in the work of the service (send
us your ideas).  We are now working with Veolia’s education team on a pilot project 
running in four primary schools.  We explain recycling at assembly and the schools have a 
recycling league.  We hope children nag their parents to recycle when they get home.
Jamie:  My department has been cut.  The medium term financial plan asks us for £80k of 
cuts over 3 years.  We have made some efficiency savings, which has reduced the amount
of actual cuts made.
Parking (and planning for it) is a problem because the borough is dense (and will get 
denser).  Density and overcrowding puts pressure on all structures: roads and refuse too.
Litter enforcement:  litter dropping is a frequent discussion.  Kids do it, but adults do too.  
We actually get a lot of refuse along the A12 and A13 from adults throwing things out of 
cars.  Some people complain they are being fined £80 for dropping a cigarette butt – 
though of course those are litter too.  We do try to be strong on enforcement and we have 
issued lots of notices.  
The Veolia vans should be able to jiggle: if they are not jiggling, this is likely to be that the 
operatives working on the van are not pressing the “operate jiggle” button.  I’ll work on 
getting operatives to use it.
We (LBTH) maintain paladins (repair them), but your landlord cleans them.  We have no 
responsibility for the river or foreshore.
I have been involved in the food waste side of refuse disposal for years.  No one has 
cracked it, not least because of the difficulty in processing it.  I am out of ideas – though I 
hope the Lansbury pilot will help.  

Mark Taylor: What is the technology for anaerobic digestor: is it small enough that an 
estate can have its own one?  You have described a lot of “carrots” you use to encourage 
responsible waste disposal, but why not use the “stick” and publicise the fines you issue?  
Are you paying Government fines for under-recyling?
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Jamie:  No, an estate is too small an area for one to be viable.  We would need a 
local composting plant.  When I started at LBTH, the Government was threatening to 
intervene and take over management of waste disposal, not fine LBTH for poor 
performance.  We fixed the performance ourselves.  In fact, our proportion of recycling is 
better than it sounds.  Other boroughs count garden waste they have collected as going to 
recycling.  We collect very little garden waste, compared with other boroughs, so we have 
little of this “easy recycling” to count in our figures.

Kate Scannell: A chest freezer was dumped on my estate.  It appeared to have previously
contained meat: it had a residue which created such a stench a number of attempts to 
collect it were not successful as workers could not tolerate the stench (understandbly).
Jamie: Your landlord is responsible for all materials dumped on the estate, 
including items such as the chest freezer you describe.

Cyril Farby: Veolia doesn’t always collect recycling bins.  I used to notice this and 
report it promptly on estate inspections, but I these now cover more than one estate and I 
can’t go on them any longer, so cannot point the uncollected bins out as often.  The 
landlord (THH) does not appear to have a monitoring scheme to make up for this lack of 
reports.  
We used to have our own works department.  It’s time we brought back in-house teams.  
We could use them to find work for local people as well as have a better service.  

Uche Onwubiko: Recycling is poor on the Lincoln estate (THH side) and collections are 
irregular.  A waste focus group met on the estate once and talked about introducing 
collection of food waste, which happens elsewhere but not on the THH part of Lincoln.  

Brian Stanley: My estate, Hollybush and Teesdale, generates a great deal of garden 
waste from private gardens and the estate communal gardens which are kept up by 
volunteers.  It would be handy to have a bin for green waste on the estate, at least during 
the spring, summer and autumn months.
The Council acknowledges that Brick Lane, a major tourist attraction, needs toilets – but 
there is also a need in Bethnal Green.  There used to be toilets near BG Gardens, which is
near York Hall and the Museum of Childhood, etc.  Local pubs get fed up with loo-users.  
We need them in the daytime, not 24/7.  We managed to afford attended toilets just after 
World War 2, despite the lack of money for public services, so why not now?!
Shahed: In Brick Lane, we have a scheme under which we pay traders to offer their toilets 
to the public.
Jamie: I can organise a seasonal garden waste collection from your estate.  

Lena:  Hackney had a big drive to collect food waste from flats recently, so why not talk
to them?
How much goes to landfill from LBTH? 
Jamie:  Hackney sends some waste to landfill too, you know.  LBTH sends under 20% to 
landfill, most of it bags which have been rejected from recycling, ironically.  It is fascinating 
that food waste is such a popular topic tonight!  Less than 20% of those who can access a 
collection scheme in this borough do so.  I will talk with Hackney.   Our best quality food 
waste comes from schools. 
Toilets do cost lots of money, especially 24/7 – and there are safety issues too.  

[By prior arrangement, Jamie left the meeting at this point.]
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Phil asked Shahed to return to Clare’s earlier question about Veolia’s involvement in 
Palestine.
Shahed: I am no expert in these matters, but I am interested in Palestine so I have tried 
to work out if anything could be done.  I visited Palestine in August.  I met groups who 
talked about Veolia’s operations in the Israeli state and occupied Palestine (including what 
the company does under other names).  Representations have been made to me by 
various groups in Tower Hamlets.  We are still exploring this area.  The Council is not able 
to employ a legal expert to try to get out of the contract we have with Veolia.
Recently some councillors put a motion to the Council in favour of twinning with Jenin, but 
the majority group didn’t allow debate on the motion.  Twinning would have sent out a 
strong message to Veolia.  This Administration wants to twin with Jenin: I hope we can 
come back to this after the elections.  Veolia’s contract goes on till 2017, and procurement 
for the subsequent contract will start soon.  The Mayor has looked at bringing services 
back in house whenever there is an opportunity (e.g., the youth service was brought back 
in house, and some smaller elements of our clean and green services have been), and I 
would hope that an in-house option would be up there among the options being 
considered when arrangements for after this contract are being made.  

Clive Palmer: We need the best, most cost effective service.  
Shahed: The procurement process is there for that purpose. 
Jenny:  Please look at Veolia’s service standards during procurement: our evidence is 
that they are actually abysmal, to the point which should give the Council every opportunity
to refuse to renew the contract on the grounds of service provided.

Myra Garrett: Carers are a good target audience, whom you could educate about 
recycling (perhaps by working with Social Services).  My experience is that they do not do 
much recycling.

Shamuel Miah: The Council started out with separated recycling, before moving to using 
mixed bags.  You could have a number of containers on estates in which people could put 
recycling which they had sorted themselves.  That would make them feel more involved 
and more likely to recycle.  You could collect the containers on a daily basis to stop them 
filling up.
Phil: That happens on some estates.
Clive: Yes, we used to have communal skips.  They were well used.  We used to do 
the sorting and we miss our separate bins.
Shahed:  The purple bins are obvious for responsible residents, but irresponsible residents
do pollute them.  
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